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LOCOG was required by licencing authorities, and to ensure compliance with its own safety procedures, that fully
competent and suitably experienced health and safety advisors were present to help produce, implement and
deliver a harm free environment at every venue being used during London 2012.
Prior to the games, Hamilton Deed worked on an individual basis with all the Sport Management
Teams at London 2012 to create bespoke documentation for their sport. Capturing information vital in the risk
management process to develop detailed risk assessments which were taken on by the venue management teams
and implemented across all of the Olympic and Paralympic venues. For the higher risk events top athletes in the
sports were invited to contribute towards the course dynamics and safety arrangements to be in place for London
2012
Hamilton Deed supplied a team of over 30 sports and venue safety specialists to assist LOCOG in embedding a
safety toolkit for venue and safety management and provide pragmatic and permissive dynamic solutions to the
unique situations that existed. Integration into the venue teams and direct relationships with Local Authorities
and external bodies ensured risks could be identified and prioritised easily and efficiently and full compliance
met.
The continued presence of the advisors ensured that LOCOG had the confidence and assurance that they were
meeting their obligations, were fully compliant and allowed LOCOG to deliver the safest ever Games in history
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Case Study – First Aid and Defibrillator Training
London Organising Committee for the Olympic and Paralympic Games
Issue
LOCOG needed to provide first aid training for up to 1200 employees in the 6 month period prior to build up
for the London 2012 Games. LOCOG felt it would be unable to release its staff for three consecutive days to
attend the standard courses available. As the Games drew closer time and location would be a major
concern due to other priorities for their staff and as they deployed out to venue in preparation for the
Games.
Solution
A bespoke online training solution was implemented to allow LOCOG employees to book on to a course on a
modular basis at a time convenient to them. The programme was flexible enough to be conducted across
various locations throughout the period with the employees receiving training in excess of a standard first
aid course. The addition of a defibrillator module added extra value to the process.
Result
The project was delivered to over a thousand employees within a five month period, within budget and ran
alongside the face to face training to ensure all the games makers were fully first aid and defibrillator
trained.

London 2012 Games
Testimonial
Alec Ferguson
Venues Health and Safety Manager
London 2012 Games
"For the London 2012 Games, LOCOG required a flexible health and safety adviser resource that could be expanded when operations ramped up at the
operational phase.
A competitive tender took place, with bids from several suppliers being assessed. The bid from Hamilton Deed was particularly interesting. They were able
to provide health and safety support on a full-time seconded basis to assist with essential planning 6 months prior to Games, and then supplement this with
a much larger contingent of advisors for the period to cover the immediate Games build up, operations, and the bump out from venues after Games.
As a bonus, some of the Hamilton Deed advisers were experienced in the actual sports taking place. The company was also able to offer a service to the
LOCOG Sport Functional Area, by carrying out sport specific risk assessments, the need for which had been underlined by a fatal accident to a competitor at
the Vancouver Winter Games in 2010.
When the provision of a suitable number of first aiders was assessed, Hamilton Deed were also able to provide a flexible First Aid at Work training
programme for LOCOG's venue teams, so that every venue had an appropriate level of trained personnel to react as first responders.
In total 1,200 people were trained as first aiders in the weeks before Games time.
The Hamilton Deed advisers easily integrated into both the LOCOG health and safety and venue teams. Operationally they were managed by LOCOG, whilst
Hamilton Deed took care of the essential administration, such as accommodation. Hamilton Deed provided a source of skilled advisers, with a flexibility that
enabled LOCOG to allocate the health and safety resource on the basis of need, prioritised by task requirements and risk management, whilst also being a
cost efficient use of resource. The Hamilton Deed team therefore played a substantial role in assisting LOCOG to achieve their health and safety objectives".

